
AN ISLAND ESCAPE 
LIKE NO OTHER

FAIRMONT 
EL SAN JUAN VILLAS





The gentle sounds of a tropical paradise waking 
for a new day. Lush foliage revealing every shade 
of green imaginable. The rhythms and melodies of 
the Caribbean fueling long, passionate nights. The 
natural beauty and effervescent spirit of la isla  
del encanto—Puerto Rico—await when you stay  
at Fairmont El San Juan Villas. 
 
From the moment you book your stay, a personal 
concierge will guide your experience, ensuring every 
need and want is taken care of. A luxury vehicle 
whisks you away from the airport to your villas; a 
welcome amenity greets you upon arrival at your 
accommodation. Maybe you’ll unwind with a couple’s 
massage, or perhaps a cocktail in the mid-century 
surroundings of the Chandelier Bar. When you’re our 
guest, every choice is yours.

WELCOME 
TO PARADISE
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STAY BY THE SEA

It all starts with Isla Verde.

Two miles of surf and sand, of recreation and relaxation. 
And put simply, there is no better place to enjoy this 
award-winning beach than our Casa Del Mar Suite. Two 
stories of seaside chic and deeply considered luxury. 
Endless ocean vistas. A private hot tub, and plenty 
of space—more than 1,500 square feet (140 square 
meters)—to entertain or to enjoy as just the two of you. 
Here, Isla Verde is your playground, your kingdom and 
your oasis.

Or consider the Ocean Villa Room: floor-to-ceiling 
windows reveal the full splendor of the Atlantic Ocean, 
while the pool and beach club are also just steps away.  
A bridge between land and sea, these rooms are ideal  
for all-day basking on the beach. For some, that may 
mean a piña colada and a daybed; for others, a jet ski 
adventure with the San Juan skyline as your backdrop.
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Casa Del Mar Suite

Ocean Villa Room



Banyan Villa Room 3

Pool Villa Room

ESCAPE TO ELEGANCE

As you step farther away from the beach, the  
scenery changes.

Lush gardens and a magnificent banyan tree greet  
you with shade and subtle surprises for the senses.  
In our Banyan Villa Room, the essence of Puerto  
Rico’s rainforests surround you. Tropical plant life  
greets you each morning through the windows; floral 
aromas waft over from the gardens, complementing an 
afternoon of contemplation in the enclosed terrace.

From there, you encounter the centerpiece of  
Fairmont El San Juan Hotel, the Well & Being Pool.  
Our Pool Villa Room puts you in the heart of the  
action, but with all the privacy you need to unwind. 
Whether on your secluded, sun-soaked terrace or 
balcony, or amid your spacious interiors, this villa  
is perfect for gathering friends or family before a  
night of celebration in San Juan.

No matter where you choose to stay, you’ll live  
the Villa Vida experience. Butler service attends to 
your every need and whim. Your villa team can plan 
an itinerary of off-site adventures, or arrange for spa 
reservations, private cabana rentals, private training 
sessions and so much more. From the moment you 
arrive, the most exceptional experiences at Fairmont  
El San Juan Villas are always at your beck and call.

Ocean Villa Room
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IT’S ALL RIGHT HERE

Your villa is just the beginning of your stay in San Juan. 
Effervescent mornings spent paddling on the waves, exploring 
the area on our bicycles, or sunning by the pool may require 
a moment of restoration in our Well & Being Spa, where local 
ingredients blend with expert treatments to soothe the body  
and soul. In the afternoon, your villa team can arrange private 
dining cabana experiences or pack picnics for a daytrip. 
Afterward, a yoga class, private workout or rooftop cardio 
session at our 24-hour, three-story fitness center can provide 
the energy you’ll need to carry you into the evening.

As the sun sets, perhaps you find yourself with a glass of wine 
and intimate company on the deck of a sailing yacht. Those 
seeking a connection to our island’s history and culture may 
discover the charms and cobblestone streets of Old San Juan, 
or five centuries of art at Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico.

Your thoughts now to dining. A world of gourmet tastes—Puerto 
Rican fine dining, locally distilled rum, Italian fare, fresh-caught 
sushi and so much more—can be found at our 13 bars and 
restaurants. Since this is San Juan, your day never ends 
with dinner. Enjoy a classic cocktail under 7,000 illuminated 
Czechoslovakian crystals at the Lobby’s Chandelier Bar, then 
dance until the early hours at BRAVA nightclub. Play a few 
rounds of roulette or blackjack in the posh Foxwoods El San Juan 
Casino before taking in live music at Tropicoro; after all, this  
is where Frank Sinatra, Liza Minelli and Dean Martin played  
and stayed in the 1960s. It’s where Puerto Rico’s elite have 
gathered for decades. And it’s where San Juan will seduce you, 
from sunrise to sunset and to sunrise once again.
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Fairmont El San Juan Villas 
6063 Isla Verde Avenue 
Carolina, Puerto Rico 
United States 00979 
T +1 787 791 1000 
esjinfo@fairmont.com
fairmont.com/puerto-rico

  @elsanjuanhotel

EXPLORE PUERTO RICO
With Fairmont El San Juan Villas as your home base, you can see everything else that 
makes Puerto Rico such a wonderful destination:

EL YUNQUE NATIONAL RAINFOREST
Get up close with the flora and fauna of 
the tropical rainforest, including parrots, 
parakeets, geckos, tree frogs and more!

VIEJO SAN JUAN (OLD SAN JUAN)
Take in the colorful buildings and 
cobblestone streets of Viejo San Juan,  
site of the second oldest European 
settlement in the Americas and a  
thriving destination for every kind  
of traveler.

MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
Explore our local culture and history 
at world-class institutions including 
Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, Museo 
de las Américas and Museo de Arte 
Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico (MAC).

MALL OF SAN JUAN
Discover sophisticated brands, boutiques 
and dining in the heart of the city at 
Puerto Rico’s most fabulous shopping 
destination.

TOROVERDE ADVENTURE PARK
Zipline above a tropical rainforest—and 
bicycle above it, too—on a ropes course  
at this eco-tourism hotspot just outside  
of San Juan.

CATAMARAN TOURS
See Puerto Rico by sea on a catamaran 
tour or charter. You’ll sail to secluded 
beaches, coast along crystal-clear water 
and enjoy an experience you’ll never forget.

BIOLUMINESCENT BAYS
Light up your night with a visit to one 
of Puerto Rico’s “bio bays,” where 
bioluminescent plankton illuminate the 
waters each evening in this spectacular 
natural phenomenon.

RUM DISTILLERIES
Sip the finest of Puerto Rican rums  
during a tour of the island’s distilleries, 
including world-famous Casa Bacardí  
and Ron del Barrilito.

STREET ART
Marvel at the murals and artwork in 
unexpected places all throughout the 
barrio of Santurce, one of the island’s 
most free-spirited—and eye-catching—
neighborhoods.


